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Recently we shared our top 20 terraces in Moscow with you. Now that all restaurants are fully
open again, the weather is beautiful and everyone just want to go outside to enjoy the sun. The
best place to do this, in the sometimes hectic city of Moscow, is on a nice roof-deck, enjoying
the peacefulness and the view.

Twins Garden

Here we share our top 13 roof-deck restaurants in Moscow with you.

Karlsson restaurant has probably the best view on the Moskva river and the Kremlin grounds.
From the restaurant and the huge terrace you will see Moscow by night at it's best. The food is
not impressive and service medium, but the setting is more than great!
 
Location: Tretyakov Gallery, at the river
Website: http://en.ginza.ru/msk/restaurant/karlson
 
 
The restaurant is located on the top floor of trendy clothes store. The menu is a very modern
and healthy as it concentrates on vegetables and fish. This place is great for a nice healthy

http://en.ginza.ru/msk/restaurant/karlson


breakfast or a grown up lunch.
 
Location: Stoleshnikov perelok 2
Website: http://km20food.ru/
 
 
 
 
This would be a perfect dinner spot before going to Bolshoi Theater. We like the view, elegant
setting and the menu which has a good mix of new trends and classic dishes.
 
Location: Petrovka ulitsa 2
Website: http://burotsum.com/en
 
 
On the roof deck of the Park Hyatt hotel you pay for the view on Red Square & Tealtranya, but
sometimes that's worth it!
 
Location: Neglinnaya Ulitsa 4
Website:https://www.hyatt.com/en-US/hotel/russia/ararat-park-hyatt-moscow/mosph/dini
ng
 
Indoor Cafe Pushkin is a bit too classical to our taste, but their roof deck is a very attractive
spot to enjoy their high quality Russian food. And don't get nervous of the bit too attentively
waiters ;). And they don't serve the business lunch on the roof deck!
 
Location: Tverskoy Bulvar 26A
Website:https://cafe-pushkin.ru/en/
 
 
Location, location, location! They also serve nice snacks and drinks, but prepare to spend
money. Friday nights they often have DJ's spinning, so check out their schedule for a night of
dancing at the Kremlin background ;)
 
Location: Ritz Carlton, Tverskaya
Website:https://www.facebook.com/TheO2Lounge/
 
 
This summer paradise in the heart of Teatralnya is the perfect lunch break in summer. The
food is simple but nice and the atmosphere lively. At night it turns in to a great outdoor bar!
 
Location: Teatralnya
Website: https://en.novikovgroup.ru/restaurants/chips/
 
 
 
The terrace of White Rabbit is very comfortable and the food is always good here. It's voted at
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the 23rd best restaurant of the world and that combined with this view is hard to beat.
 
Location: Smolenskaya
Website: http://whiterabbitmoscow.ru/eng/
 
 

Click here to see our Top 5 roof-decks. 

For more tips to make your life in Moscow more easy & fun follow "Moscowliving" on
Facebook or Instagram!

Read also our articel about the Best Terraces in Moscow - Top 20. 
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